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I liked this article from Sentient Media about food on Mars.    
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sentientmedia org/the-food-system-on-mars-humanitys-do-over



There's no one company that's 100% vegan - but there's vegan minded ones going into space.

We have to think 'who's going to bring veganism into space?'. Why? The reason is that on Earth, it's hard to give up animal products as a society. We can start anew in
space with a vegan culture there. Here's the top companies that will help out, in order:

 

#1 Virgin Galactic:

Richard Branson predicts the end of meat in 30 years - is a 'thing of the past'
'proud investor' of Memphis Meats
He believes in reducing animal products by cutting out red meat from his diet.
Con: Virgin Galactic serves caviar

Conclusion: Has heavy vegan beliefs that should transfer to his space companies.

 

#2 NASA:

Does plant growing experiments that include eating in space
researched the best suited foods for space and implemented them too, like spirulina
Con: most NASA employees did not find vegan food palatable, so culturally veganism's been given up with them.

Conclusion: NASA has the most capacity for implementing veganism because they've already done it all and represents an entire country.

 

#3 Tesla:

Tesla owns SpaceX. Tesla worked with PETA to remove animal products from Tesla vehicles.

Conclusion: Because of the openness to vegan ideals, SpaceX's rockets may less likely be built of animal products than other rockets.
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